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Reflections on the Passing of
Jonathan Livingston SeaguH
by JAY  H.  CRAVENS
I  am  calling  this  "Reflections  on  the  Passing  of
Jonathan   Livingston   Seagull"    not   because   that
magnificient bird is dead but because he passed this
way recently.
And  the passage was  significant.
Jonathan, you see, discovered that there was more
to  being  a  seagull  than  pursuing  fishing  boats  for
scraps of food by day and huddling miserably in the
dampness   of   the   dark   shore   by   night.    Indeed,
Jonathan discovered that he was the expression of life
itself, possessing in his own form an infinite capacity
for growth and understanding and love.
And  symbolically,   he  began  to  fly  higher  and
faster  than  seagulls  had ever flown before.
Jonathan was free.
Unafraid to learn,  even about himself,  Jonathan
Livingston Seagull soared, at last, out of the world of
seagull  things  and into  the world  of seagulls.
... outoftheworldofseagull things...
Men are  mired in  things.
Machine  things.
System  things.
People are lost in the shadows of their possessions
and the dreams of what they hope to possess.  Each
day  we  find  ourselves   in   pursuit  of  increasingly
larger  fishing  boats   and  each  night  huddled  un-
certainly  in  a  more  complete  darkness.
Andyet, there appears to us no irony in our excited
crusade for a quality environment.
We  legislate  clean  air  and  water,  engineer  the
shape and character of our landscapewith a few trees
and   shrubs,   brightly   painted   panels   or   a   new
arrangement of concrete blocks and stainless  steel.
But what  then?
What  happens  if  all   the  beauty   that  law  and
science can inspire still adds up to a fishing boat-to a
society  of blind consumers?
Where in this crusade do we come to grips with the
underlying  issue  of  the  human   environment-the
pursuit  and  understanding  of  human  nature  itself?
Needless   to   say,   even   as   an   agency   for   en-
vironmental management, the Forest Service has no
definitive answer for this situation;  for we,  too,  are
largely  men  of  things,  responding  to  our  world  in
tangible measures and measurements.
Still,  many of the things we've begun  to do have
promise.
During the last three  years,  we've  modified  our
approach to land use planning in an effort to resolve
some  of  the  controversy  and  imbalance  associated
with  the  management  of  National  Forest  System
lands    in    the    past.    In    three    steps,    the    new
approach is  designed  to:
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+  eliminate   administiative   boundaries   which
have  formerly  interrupted  the  continuity  of
planning efforts.
+  assess all of the resource values as an integrat-
ed  part  of  the  planning  process  through  the
creation  of  interdisciplinary  planning  teams.
+  broaden  professional   understanding  and  re-
sponsiveness to resource planning needs by en-
couraging wide public  involvement  (including
such environmental groups as the Sierra Club,
Izaak Walton League,  Appalachian Club,  etc.)
in  the planning and decision  making  process.
The  combined  effects  of  this  planning  process
reinforce   the   concept   of   land   as   a   living,    in-
terdependent system, requiring the consideration of
each part and its relationship  to other parts  before
reaching  a judgment  about  the whole.  Moreover,  it
reaffirms   a   basic   planning   principle   frequently
forgotten in  the course of large  agency  operations;
effective planning requires effective participation not
only from the planners but from those whose lives will
ultimately  be  affected by  the plans.
One of the first planning  units  considered under
this  approach  was  the  15,000-acre  Meadow  Creek
tract  on  the  Monongahela  National  Forest  in  West
Virginia.   There,   following   an   intensive   resource
inventory,  coordination  with  appropriate  state
agencies,   and   a   solicitation   of   public   sentiment
through public meetings and written correspondence,
the   planners   developed   a   management   program
which  would  emphasize  the  wildlife  and  aesthetic
values of the area, allowing the harvesting of timber
only  as  a  means  to  achieve  those  particular  ob-
jectives.
Even  as  efforts  to  implement  this  process  con-
tinue,    however,    most   program    activities    must
proceed simultaneously. Still, the renewed emphasis
on  the  land  as  a  living  and  diversified  system  is
evident.
Throughout  this  20-state  Eastern  Region  of  the
Forest  Service,  for  example,  the practice  of  clear-
cutting has been restricted to tracts of not more than
50  acres  to eliminate  the wholesale  commitment  of
large areas to a single use;  and, equally important,
wildlife   management   planning    is    becoming    an
inherentpart of timber managementplanning. On the
Clark and Mark Twain National Forests in Missouri,
a   prototype   plan   is   being   implemented   which
stresses   the  necessity  for  maintaining   a   diverse
forest  environment.  That  is,  as  nearly  as  possible,
timber harvesting activities are being designed to fit
the range and habitat requirements peculiar to both
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game and non-game species of that area. Efforts are
currently  underway  to  extend  this  plan  to  the  six
National    Forests    located    in    Wisconsin    and
Michigan-and eventually, as manpower and funding
permit,  to  the  remaining  National  Forests  in  the
Region.
Recreation is another area where the effects of the
new    planning    process    are    being    felt.    Again,
management is based on the forest as a total system:
if the natural environment does exist exclusively for
commercial   exploitation,   neither   does   it   exist   to
sustain  excessive  concentrations  of  recreation
seekers.  Toward this end, we  are  placing  more  and
more  emphasis  on  dispersed,  low  impact  types  of
recreation. On the National Forests of New England,
for   example,   policy   now   dictates   that   any   new
proposals    for    ski    area    development    will     be
scrutinized far  beyond  their  commercial  merits.  In
fact,   a  recent  proposal  for  expansion  of  existing
facilities at Waterville Valley on the White Mountain
National  Forest in New  Hampshire  was  given  only
conditional  approval,  pending  the  construction  of  a
sewage  treatment  plant  which  could  accommodate
the   numbers   of   people   anticipated   during   peak
periods  of operation.
Timber production, of course, will continue to be of
great importance+as it must be to a  society which
consumeso billions  of  cubic  feet  of  timber  products
annually.  Indeed,  based  on  current  levels  of  con-
sumption  and  prices,   the  possibility   of   a   timber
shortage  by  the  end  of  the  century  is  of  no  small
concern. The most  pessimistic  views  are projecting
that shortage along the order of 20 billion board feet-
enough  lumber  for  two  million  houses.  One  alter-
native to  this  dire  prediction is  the  development  of
more commercial  timberland,  a  significant amount
of  which  is  being  sought  in  the  private  sector.  On
another front, however, we are becoming more and
more aware that much of our utilization of timber is
basedon the luzxury of abundance-an extravagance
which produces  about  ll  billion  cubic  feet  of  waste
each year.  Not only  is  this  waste  unnecessary  but,
according  to  researchers  at   the  Forest  Products
Laboratory    in    Madison,    Wisconsin,    if    present
research  knowledge  were   applied   throughout   the
timber   using   industries,   the   product   yield   from
current harvesting levels  could be increased by 400
percent.
The   impacts   of   such   economy   on   our   forest
resources   over   the   long   term   would   be   no   less
profound.,    Immediately,     however,     there     is
widespread  concern  over  the  absence  of  protected
wilderness areas  in  the Eastern United States;  and
the timber situation can do little but aggravate that
concern. Addressing himself to this issue, Chief of the
Forest Service John R.  McGuire testified before the
Senate Subcommittee on Interior and Insular Affairs
earlier this year and proposed an Eastern Wilderness
Amendment  to  the  Wilderness  Act  of  1964.  Essen-
tially,  this  amendment  acknowledges  the  fact  that
most Eastern lands have been developed at one time
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or  another,  leaving  their  eligibility  as  true  wilder-
ness-according to the definition of the 1964 law-in
doubt.  Consequently,  the  Administration  sponsored
bill  would  enable  the  Secretary  of  Agriculture  to
review    Eastern    lands     for    Wilderness     status
separately without diluting  the  criteria  which  have
applied  in  the  West.
If  this  bill  is  enacted  into  law,  26  areas  in  this
Region of the Forest Service+totalling nearly 300,000
acres-will  be  immediately  taken  under  study  for
inclusion  in  the  system.
A willing  companion  to  any  wilderness  proposal
lies in that great block of wildlife species described by
the Department  of  Interior  as  rare  or  endangered.
Only nine of these species have been identified on the
National  Forests  of  the  Eastern  Region;  however,
Forest Service biologists  have compiled a  list of  37
which    will    receive    special     management    and
protection.  A new program this year,  it will  involve
such   things   as   prescribed   burning   to   preserve
wetland  areas  for   the  greater   sandhill   crane   of
Michigan,  restrictions  on  the  scientific collecting  of
blind  cave  fish  in  Illinois  and  Missouri,   continued
protection of bald eagle  and osprey  nesting sites  in
the Lake States and, in the case of some species like
the Atlantic  salmon,  reintroduction.
Collectively,  these  activities  portray  a  growing
sensitivity and understanding within Forest Service
ranks,  regarding  the integrity  and continuity  of  the
natural environment as a total life system. However,
they do not simply reflect the  emergence  of a  new
body of knowledge nor  the  sudden acquisition  of an
unbiased  cadre  of  experts.  Indeed,  knowledge  and
expertise  alone  could  never  produce  the  profound
changes  in  an   organization  which   some   of  these
programs represent.
What we are witnessing, becoming a part of, is the
development   of   a    new    dimension    in    our    un-
derstanding of environmental quality. Like Jonathan
Livingston Seagull, we are discovering that  there is
more to this world than flesh and feathers-and what
lies beyond may hold new questions for some of  the
answers  which are  failing  today.
The physical environment is only the beginning-
the part of the world that men walk on, what they can
see  with  their  eyes  and  feel  with  their  hands.  But
beyond that,  beyond the issues and the controversy,
beyond  the  science  and  technology  of  the  market-
place, in fact, controlling many of these things, there
is an environment of human relationships.  And it is
here, on this single point, that our quest for a quality
environment will either enter full bloom or fail like an
impatient flower caught in  the  spring frost.
These are new words for the Forest Service;  and
they have not come easily. Indeed, the fact that they
have  come  at  all  is  testimony  to  the  strength  and
endurance  of  the  environmental  movement  in  this
country.
Today, as a result, we are embarked on a program
of  environmental  education  designed  to  stimulate
inquiry and doubt  rather  than  blind  acceptance,  to
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emphasize the validity of feelings and perception as
strongly    as    technical    knowledge.    For    we    are
discovering   that  knowledge-absolute  and  un-
changing like a  mathematical  equation-plays  only
an auxiliary role in most of our lives. Rather, we live
according   to   our   perceptions,   mixing   fact   and
emotion in the  decisions  we  make  and  periodically
testing  the  quality  of  those  decisions  against  the
decisions  of  others.
This is an important realization for  anyone-but
especially  so  for  a  government  agency.  For  it  en-
courages a questioning of established procedures.  It
serves to make life a process rather than  an event,
something which is neither won nor lost but enriched
or impoverished, according to the degree and quality
of participation in  that  process.
I don't know if its  authors  intended  such results,
but this is where the National Environmental Policy
Act  of  1969  is  slowly  taking  us.
All  the  details  of  our  "mating  dance"  with  that
legislation are not important here, except to say that
there  were   difficult   times.   The   prospects   of   en-
vironmental   impact   statements,   interdisciplinary
planning, and public involvement seemed to promise
the     destruction     of     longstanding     operating
procedures; and, initially at least, our own resistance
was  one of our  greatest obstacles.
Still, former Chief of the Forest Service Edward P.
Cliffhadbeen calling for a more balanced program in
National   Forest   management;    and   most   Forest
managers    were    aware    that    planning    and
management    activities    authorized    by    the    1960
Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act were being drained
by an  unbalanced emphasis  on  timber production.
Consequently-and    in    accord    with    the    En-
vironmental  Policy  Act-this  Region  of  the  Forest
Service   established   five   separate   planning   areas
which reflected similarities in existing landforms and
social and economic conditions:  the Lake States,  the
Ozark    Highlands,    the    Eastern    Midwest,    New
England,  and  Appalachia.  And  an  interdisciplinary
planning team was established at the Regional level
to  coordinate  the  planning  activities  of  each  area.
These were the first steps from which  the  Meadow
Creek   Planning   efforts,   part   of   the   Appalachian
Planning Area,  eventually grew.
In three of these areas, work is now progressing to
produce planning area guides which provide general
management  direction  for  individual   National
Forests..The magnitude of this effort can be seen in
the   Ozark   Highlands   Planning   Area.    Here,    the
production of a "rough'' planning guide required the
survey   of  26   million   acres   of   land   against   nine
separate  use  criteria-such  as  recreation,  wildlife,
timber production, soil and water quality,  eta.-and
the preparation of 800  overlay maps.
After completion of the planning guides, individual
National  Forests  will  then  subdivide  into  planning
units based on composite landforms  such  as  major
drainages, scenic areas or soil types. At this point, we
are hopeful  that the entire planning effort will be in
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operation  early  in  the  1980's.
This  is  only  the  technical  part  of  the  process,
however. It is detailed, time consuming, but basically
simple-a  matter of  balancing  the  demands  on  the
land against the capacity of the land to sustain those
demands in a quality environment. What has not been
so  simple   is   that   element   of   public   involvement
promised  in  the  Executive  Orders  and  directives,
which followed and clarified the intent of the National
Environmental  Policy Act.
Here   again,   was   this   business   of   perception.
Different  people  see  things  differently.   And  in   a
problem  solving  situation,   to  simply  acknowledge
conflicting views without somehow coming to  terms
with  them  serves  only  to  give  the  decision-making
process  an  arbitrary  appearance.  In  practice,  the
term public involvement soon proved to be little more
than attractive wrapping around a concept we knew
very little about.  We  weren't  really  sure  of  how  to
obtain  it;  and  that  which  we  did  obtain,  we  didnJt
know  how  to  evaluate.  Consequently,  many  of  our
decisions still had the effect of producing "winners"
and   "losers"uhf   further   polarizing   the   conflicts
which  public  involvement  was  designed  to  resolve.
An attempt to involve the public in writing policy
for  off-road  vehicle   use   on   the  Hoosier   National
Forest ended in failure. Those who favored such use
took a strong stance as did  those who opposed  such
use; and in the middle, the Forest Service was unable
to obtain enough unbiased information to even begin
formulating  a  workable  compromise.   In  contrast,
attempts  to  obtain  public  involvement,   regarding
alternatives to protect wildland values in the Eastern
United  States,  produced  practically  no  response  at
all.
In  both  instances,  we  relied  on  public  meetings
and  the  solicitation  of  written  comments.  What  we
had yet to learn was that a very strong relationship
exists between the depths of involvementTrof People
coming to grips with each other, as well as issues-
and  the  quality  of products  which  that  involvement
can be expected to yield. And, indeed, although public
meetings have a symbolic importance which should
not  be  ignored,  we  can  say  now  that,  where  deep-
seated   conflict   is   concerned,   a   public   meeting
provides little more than a  circus arena for the op-
posing  sides  to  amuse  themselves.
Both the Forest Service and the public have much
to  learn  before  this  new  relationship  will  become
truly meaningful. In an effort to speed that learning
process, three of our Forest Research Stations have
embarked on a two-year study to evaluate the entire
issue  of  public  involvement.  In  the  meantime,  we
have  extended  our  planning  efforts  into  the  New
England States; and there we modified our approach
to public  involvement.
We continued to solicit written comments and hold
public  meetings;  but,  in  addition,  we  impaneled  10
working groups, comprised of citizens from a variety
of different and often conflicting  backgrounds.  And
we  asked  each  of  the  groups  to  produce  a  set  of
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management    objectives    for    the    New    England
National  Forests.  Typically,  one  of  the  groups  in-
cluded  a  Sierra  Club  member,  housewife,  student,
sociologist,   ecologist,   Appalachian   Mountain   Club
member, forestlandowner, retired state forester, off-
road   vehicle   enthusiast,   and   forest   owner   and
manager.
This  may  not  be  the  final  answer,  but  it  does
represent a tremendous step forward. For each group
was charged with producing a workable plan; and, in
terms of the compostion of the different groups,  this
meant    resolving    conflicts    rather    than    simply
displaying  them.  Of  course,   this  does  not  reduce
Forest    Service    accountability    for    management
decisions; but it does reduce its role as public referee,
acclaiming  winners  and  losers  among  opposing  in-
terest  groups.  For  they,  too,  now  share  the Forest
Service responsibility for constructive compromise-
for  pursuing  a  deeper  understanding  and  greater
tolerance   of   those   conflicting,   yet   equally   valid,
differences  in perception.
There is a wayutr perhaps several combinations
of  ways-to  bring  people  together,   to  disarm  the
threats which make communication and compromise
so often impossible. There is a way to produce a kind
of trust among people, allowing working alternatives
to  the  suspicion  and  apathy  which  have  revolved
around public  administration  in  the past.
Our experience in New England has been a step in
that direction;  and we are hopeful that our research
efforts, along with our own growing experience,  will
produce more  such steps.
Indeed, we are hopeful that we may at last begin to
soar  above  the  fishing  fleetutut  of  the  world  of
human things and into the world of human beings.
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